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LOOKING FORWARD.
Human progress depends upon the dreams of en-
thusiasts. The inventor, the discoverer, and the
reformer are dreamers, who prophet-like see in their
imagination things that other mortals know not of.
Every one of such men might very well say : "I had
a dream which was not all a dream." Their dreams
become realities and many such dreams are common-
place facts to us now. Indeed civilization consists
of such realized dreams. How useful are these
dreams !
We call dreams which are not all dreams, ideals.
Why is not every dream as useful as a genuine ideal ?
Because the stuff of which the ideal is made— I mean
the genuine ideal only—is taken from the actual state
of things as they exist in reality, and handled accord-
ing to the laws of nature.
James Watt took iron and steel and steam, and
made them act according to their nature. He com-
bined certain realities. He applied natural laws, and
lo ! the combination of his thoughts revolutionized the
world, and lifted all humanity upon a higher level than
it had occupied before. The genuine ideal is a dream
that genius shapes out of reality.
We have become reverent toward the dreamer
because of the usefulness of certain dreams. Dream-
ers, it appears, command our respect even if they
are but dreamers. A certain man once learned at
school that our atmosphere exercises a constant pres-
sure of fourteen pounds upon every square inch of our
body—constituting a total pressure of about forty
hundred-weights upon the surface of the skin of an
average adult person. This man had a dream that he
lived upon a planet without an atmosphere. People
felt so free and easy, in the absence of all pressure,
that they moved about like winged angels. He told
his dream to his neighbors, he wrote it down and pub-
lished it, and it is the one hundred and ninety-first
or second edition that is now being sold. Humanity
builds altars to the dreamer, because he is a dreamer;
he had a vision.
Every man that works for the progress of the
human race has and ought to have our sincerest sym-
pathy. We, all of us, should know that society in
many respects,
—
perhaps in most respects,—is not
what it ought to be. We have abolished slavery, but
the laborer is not as yet the free, and independent, and
intelligent man he ought to be ; not as yet is the em-
ployer the humane, and intelligent, and well educated
man he ought to be. The people perish from want
of knowledge ; it is knowledge that will make the
laborer free, it is knowledge that will make the em-
ployer humane. Knowledge, if it is knowledge at all,
means an acquaintance with facts as they really are,
with natural laws and sociological laws, which latter
are just as much laws of nature as gravitation or other
natural laws are. And it is truth only that can make
us free.
There comes a dreamer who flatly proposes to
abolish the law of gravitation. He explains in a
marvelously lucid sketch that every man who falls and
breaks his leg, falls only because of the law of gravi-
tation. Things are heavy because matter gravitates
toward the centre of the earth. All the troubles
of transportation are inconveniences due to gravity.
There is no misfortune or annoyance that has not its
root in this vilest of all natural institutions
—
gravity.
Come therefore and let us abolish gravitation !
A dreamer like that is called an idealist, and great
respect is paid him by the unkowing many. It is diffi-
cult to state whether such a dreamer, and all those in-
fatuated by his dream, are to be envied or to be pitied
for their illusions.
Mr. Bellamy depicts a state of society where there
is no competition. Competition is the struggle for
life among peaceful human beings. It is the struggle
for life that created man and human society and all
progress of the human race. But then there is much
misery that arises from the struggle for life. The
lesson that life teaches is, in my opinion, the admo-
nition to make the struggle for life more humane. Let
us therefore educate the growing generation better
than the former generations, let us adapt ourselves
to nature, let us break down artificial barriers be-
tween man and man, that the struggle for life may
become a fair and honest fight for progress, that
our competition may be an honest endeavor to do
better and more useful work. Let us be fair to our
enemies and to our competitors, and we shall soon
find out, that the abler they are, the stronger and
fiercer their competition is, the better it will be for us.
They help us to progress, they force us to progress,
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however much worry they cause, we would certainly
not be better off without them.
Why should the relation between employer and
employee be that of a master to his slave? It is
partly now, and let us hope that in the future it will
always be, looked upon as the co- operation of a worker
with his co-workers, in which the one bears the main
risk and will get a proportionate share of the profits,
if there are any, while the others earn their fixed
wages. Why should we abolish the principle of free
enterprise, which encourages thrift, and progress, and
invention, because there are some imperfections in its
application ?
In certain branches co-operation may, and I believe
it will, become more practical than it is to-day. Such
co-operation will in each case have to be based upon the
freewill and assent of every independent individual, but
it cannot—even not by the vote of a majority—be im-
posed upon the whole nation. And if it could, it
would not work. It would change all trades into in-
dustrial armies and a few bosses would have to run
and regulate the whole co-operative business of the
nation. It would transform our present life of free en-
terprise and competition into an enormous peniten-
tiary, only very humanely instituted—supposing that
all convicts would willingly submit to the rules of the
institute. The imperial army as well as the imperial
post office and railroad service of Germany are a par-
tial realization of Nationalism.
We want more chances for labor, more elbow-room
for the courageous, especially for the poor. It is true,
we demand that the license of the unprincipled be
checked, but we do not want the liberty of anybody
to be curtailed, be he a millionaire or an unskilled
navvy.
Mr. Bellamy proposes to abolish the struggle for
life. He has told us in his little book all the advan-
tages of the scheme, and they are many. We can dis-
pense with all the tedious inventions of civilization
;
we need no more private property, no money, no re-
wards for industry. Thrift will be abolished, for we
are told that "the nation is rich" and does not wish to
encourage economy. Prisons are abolished, but it is
to be expected that the asylums will be overcrowded,
for criminals are locked up together with the insane.
We return to the communism of savage society. We
shall lose our independence. Some wiseacre of a
phrenologist will settle the fate of a boy, whether he
is to be a hodcarrier or a philosopher. With the
evils of competition we shall abolish the most divine
blessings : human freedom, independence, responsibil-
ity, and above all self-reliance.
We are confident that " the present order may be
replaced by one distinctly nobler and more humane."
But the new order of things cannot be established by
the proposed panacea of Nationalism and the abolition
of competition. The new order must grow and
evolve out of the present state of things, not other-
wise than our present civilization developed out of
savagery. In the new order of things we hope all un-
necessary struggle will be avoided ; we shall have less
waste and a minimum of friction
;
yet the law of com-
petition will remain in a future and better state of so-
ciety just as powerful as it ever was since time im-
memorial and as it is to-day.
Nature has not designed man to live for the mere
enjoyment of life. Nature under penalty of degenera-
tion sternly demands and enforces a constant pro-
gress through struggle and work and sacrifice. And
those who devote themselves to the pursuit of happi-
ness, will soon find that they are following an ignis
fatuus that leads them astray into the imperviable
marshes of perdition. If a social reformer promises a
millennium of happiness, be on your guard, for in
that case he is misleading you. Look at his schemes
with a critical mind and you will see that his Utopia
is a fool's paradise.
* *
Mr. Bellamy's book and its popularity is one of the
most ominous symptoms of our time. It is an outcry
for the satisfaction of material wants and for pleas-
ures ; a hunger for panem ei circenses to be provided
by the government, by the nation. The average cit-
izens of Rome during the Punic wars were by no means
rich, but they possessed an indomitable love of inde-
pendence, and the Republic at that time rested upon
a sound foundation. But when the Romans cried
for panem et circenses. Liberty died and Caesar ap-
peared. Caesar gave them panem et circenses, and the
price they had to pay for the trouble he took, is known
in history. The people who want to be taken care of
and catered to with bread and pleasures, have for-
feited their claim to freedom.
"Looking Backward" proposes to abolish the
social law of gravitation which indeed causes many
troubles in life but which at the same time produced
and still produces our civilization. Thus the book is
truly a looking backward to the primeval state of bar-
barism.
Let us cease to dream the useless dreams of abol-
ishing the laws of nature. Let us rather abolish the
artificial barriers between the so-called higher and
lower classes. Give the poorest a chance to acquire
as good an education as the richest command. Fa-
cilitate the opportunities of labor so that the indus-
trious need not go begging for work. Thus we shall
break down the hindrances that prevent progress, and
in adapting ourselves to the laws of nature we shall
better be prepared for a true and useful Looking For-
ward.
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THE STUDY OF SANSKRIT.
BY PROFESSOR F. MAX MULLER.
It has often been said that no one can know any-
thing of the Science of Language who does not know
Sanskrit, and that that is enough to frighten anybody
awa)' from its study. But, first of all, to learn San-
skrit in these days is not more difficult than to learn
Greek or Latin. Secondly, though a knowledge of
Sanskrit maybe essential to every student who wishes
to do independent work, and really to advance the
Science of Language, it is not so for those who
simply wish to learn what has been hitherto discov-
ered. It was necessary for those who laid the foun-
dations of our Science to study as many languages as
possible, in order to find out their general relation-
ship. Men like Bopp and Pott had to acquire some
knowledge of Sanskrit, Zend, Gothic, Lituanian, Old
Slavonic, Celtic, Armenian, Georgian, Ossetian, He-
brew, Arabic, and Ethiopian, to say nothing of lan-
guages outside the pale of the Aryan and the Semitic
families. Their work in consequence was often rough,
and it could hardly have been otherwise. When that
rough work had been done, it was easy enough to
proceed to more minute and special work. But it
seems unfair, if not absurd, to find fault with pioneers
like Bopp and Pott, because some of their views have
been proved to be mistaken, or because they exagger-
ated the importance of Sanskrit for a successful study
of Comparative Philology. Without Sanskrit we
should never have had a Science of Language ; that
seems admitted even by the extreme Left. After the
study of Sanskrit had once led to the discovery of a
new world, it was but natural that the land should be
divided and sub-divided, and that each scholar should
cultivate his own special field. Thus Grimm chose
the German languages for his special domain, Mick-
losich the Slavonic, Zeuss the Celtic, Curtius Greek,
Corssen Latin. There came, in fact, a reaction, and
we were told at last that Sanskrit had nothing more to
teach us. Not long ago Manchester, which has taken
the lead in so many important movements, informed
the world through the Times that the long-planned
revolution had at last been successful, that Sanskrit
was dethroned, that its ministers had been guillotined,
and a new claimant had been installed, who had been
in hiding in Finland. The Aryan language was a
mere bastard of Finnish ! However, when the real
sources of this information had been discovered, the
panic soon came to an end, and scholars worked on
quietly as before, each in his own smaller or larger
field, unconcerned about the pronunciamentos of the
Manchester or any other new school. If the rebel-
lion meant no more than that Sanskrit had been shown
to be the elder sister only, and not the mother of the
other Aryan languages, then I am afraid that I myself
must be counted among the oldest rebels. If it meant
that the students of Comparative Philology couldhence-
forth dispense altogether with a knowledge of San-
skrit, then I feel sure that by this time the mistake
has been found out, and Sanskrit has been restored to
its legitimate throne, as prima inter pares among the
members of the Aryan republic.
It used to be said for a time that even the ABC
of Sanskrit was extremely deficient and misleading,
and that the system of the Aryan vowels in particular
was far more perfect in Greek and German than in
Sanskrit. Sanskrit, we were told, has written signs
for the three short vowels only, a, T, Ti not for short
? and ~o . It was declared to be a very great blemish
that the two vowels ~e and o, which existed in the prim-
itive Ar5'an speech, had been lost in Sanskrit. If,
however, they were lost in Sanskrit, that, according
to the laws of logic, would seem to show that Sanskrit
also formerl)' possessed them, and possibly found
that it could do without them. The same spirit of a
wise economy may be observed in the historical pro-
gress of every language.
But it has now been recognised that, from a gram-
matical point of view, the Sanskrit system of vowels
is really far more true than that of Greek, German, or
any other Aryan language. It seems to me altogether
wrong, whatever the highest authorities may say to
the contrary, to maintain that the Aryan languages
began with five, and not with four short vowels.
The Aryan languages possessed from the begin-
ning no more than the well known four fundamental
vowels, namely /, u, the invariable a, and the variable
vowel, which changes between f, o, and rarely a.
There are ever so many roots which differ from each
other by having either a, /, u, or that fourtlr variable
sound ; there are no roots that differ in meaning by
having either a, £, or o as their radical. Hence (a),
£, o represent one fundamental vowel only ; the)' are
grammatical variations of one common type.*
If we represent roots, as in Hebrew, by their con-
sonants only, then we have in the Aryan languages a
root consisting of D and H. With the radical vowel
/, that root DIH means to knead, with the radical
vowel !/ the root DUH means to milk. With, the
third or variable vowel, the root Dfl-H means to burn,
and it may appear in certain grammatical derivations
as DaH, DeH, or DoH. We never find a root DaH
by the side of a root DsH, or a root DsH by the side
of the root DoH. What we find, and what has not
yet been explained, is that certain roots show a de-
cided predilection for f or for o.
Here then we see how right Sanskrit grammarians
were in admitting only four, and not five fundamental
vowels, though it might have been better if they had
* I use for the invariable a ; ", f , n. for the variable vowel.
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in writing also distinguished between the invariable
a of AG, and the variable a of BHaR. Whether the
variable vowel was in Sanskrit also pronounced differ-
ently in different grammatical forms, we cannot tell,
because in Sanskrit that variable vowel in the body
of a word is never written. There are indications,
however, in the changes produced in preceding con-
sonants, which seem to speak in favour of such a
view.
And nowhere has the importance of a knowledge
of Sanskrit been shown more clearly than in the ex-
planation of these very vowel-changes, in Greek and
German. Why the variable vowel appears as a, s, o
or disappears altogether, why the second and third
radical vowels are weakened or strengthened in the
same way, remained a perfect mystery, till the key
was found in the system of accentuation, preserved in
the Vedic Sanskrit, and nowhere else.*
But although in this, as in many other cases,
Sanskrit betrays more of the ancient secrets of lan-
guage thai! Greek or Latin or German, there is plenty
of work, and most important work, to be done in
every language, nay in every dialect, for which we
want no direct aid from Sanskrit. Some of the most
brilliant discoveries in the Science of Language have
lately been made by students of Teutonic philology.
The work begun in that sphere by Grimm and Scherer
has been carried on without an}' flagging by Fick,
Schmidt, Sievers, Osthoff, Collitz, Brugmann, and
others in Germany, by De Saussure in France, by
Ascoli and Merlo in Italy. The same work has been
taken up with renewed ardour in England, where
Ellis, Morris, Sweet, Skeat, Napier, Douse, and others
have done most excellent work, and made valuable
additions to our inherited stock of knowledge.
Many more labourers, however, are wanted to cul-
tivate this field of English scholarship. Thousands,
as you know, have come forward to gather honey and
bring it into the beehive at Oxford, where a Dictionary
of the English Language is prepared which, when
finished, need not fear comparison with the diction-
aries of either Grimm or Littre. But there is much
more work to be done in which other thousands might
help, such as collecting spoken dialects, watching
local pronunciation, gathering old proverbs, writing
down with phonetic accuracy popular stories and
poems, as repeated by old grannies and young children.
If among some of my hearers to-day I have succeeded
in raising an interest in language in general, and in
kindling a love for their own language in particular,
and if that interest and love will bear fruit, however
small,—but nothing is too small in the eyes of a con-
* U d a 1 1 a in Sanskrit means high, a n u d ft t [ a not-high. Originally the
u d ft 1 1 a syllable represented what we now call Hochstufe. the a n u d fi 1 1 a
Tiefsiufe, at least during the period when accent meant as yet musical pitch
only.
scientious scholar,—then I shall feel amply rewarded
for having stayed here to attend your Meeting, which,
I hope, may henceforth become a permanent institu-
tion in the educational system of our country.
COSMOTHEISM.
BY W. G. TODD.
Granted that truth is the highest aim of the hu-
man mind, and the pursuit of it that which brings
greater satisfaction to man than the pursuit of any
other object
;
granted that the deep-sea soundings of
science in the vast ocean of phenomena, and its daring
generalizations therefrom mark the steps of a world-
embracing truth which entrances the imagination and
feeds the ambitious mind; granted that all this repre-
sents to man "the pearl of great price for which he
will sell all that he hath,"— still, this truth in its static
form alone does not truly reveal the goal of man;
Thought without action is like the beautiful frost-
nipped blossoms that will not pass on into fruit. Truth
in its dynamic form is that alone in which man first
finds freedom for his whole nature, and perfect rest,
—
that rest in onward motion, visible in every atom and
structure, organic and inorganic that exists in nature.
I take the ground, therefore, that the form of 'phi-
losophy called "Monism," so ably presented in The
Open Court and in Fundamental Problems, is not
only a system of thought which combines the richest
fruits of philosophy with the latest significant facts of
biological science, but that it has a work to perform,
that it not only is, but is for something in practical
utility. Without professing to have grasped, or to be
able to state, the full scope of its application to life, or
to have seen aught but some of the minor, possible
effects its all-embracing principle is capable of pro-
ducing, I wish to speak of "Monism" as a possible
working force in one direction,—viz., in its effects upon
organized forms of religion, particularly at this time
when something like the scientific form of religion in-
dicated by its philosophy is everywhere apparent as the
aim of the coming age.
It is a fact, patent to whomsoever will open his
eyes, that the statements of faith and principles in the
older organizations of the Christian religion (we need
go no further than these) are not in accordance with the
later revelations of scientific truth. It is, also, just as
much a fact that those elements in the psychic nature
of man which have furnished the subjective grounds
and immanent necessity for religion are, to-day, as
active and imperative in their demands for exercise
as ever. Indeed, the religious necessities of man grow
greater with the increasing accumulations of scientific
knowledge, and the increasing magnitude of the moral
problems of life.
If the above fact concerning organizations, to any
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of my readers needs confirmation, I would refer them
to the internal emotions and struggles, permanent as
well as spasmodic, visible in nearly all church organ-
izations, especiall}' during the last half century.
The strain upon the platforms of the churches still
goes on. Physical science has entered the arena of
critical strife, and presents solid facts over which the
doctrines lamely stumble. Unlike speculative phi-
losophy, science offers no palliative crutches to the
disabled. Her decisions are like those of the Supreme
Court ; from them there is no appeal. It is no longer
the minor doctrines in the chain, "linked and strong,"
that are chiefly called in question ; it is the funda-
mental statement upon which tliey all rest,—the the-
ological statement of the being of God. This is the
doctrine which is now on trial in the crucible of sci-
entific thought, and it apparently has only one of two
alternatives,—the being resolved into nothingness, or
reappearing under a new form.
Here, then, is presented the opportunit)' of a unitary
philosophy, or, 1 might say, herein arises its necessity.
Science has made no malicious attack upon religion.
She has been simply obedient to the law of unity, that
la\y which inheres in ^le nature of all known things,
and her deep-lying facts, brought to view along the lines
of this unity, have thetnsel_ves opposed dualism. On du-
alism have every scheme of vicariously-purchased sal-
vation and the doctrines of nearly every church organ-
ization rested, and at the door of dualism has nearly
every system of philosophy ended its labyrinthian
travels. It has been God and the devil, matter and
spirit, and the world has waited long for the solvent
principle that should express the deeper unity.
As the rough handed pioneer in the search for
unity, science has gone on in advance. She has made
many doubters as she has built her cabins beyond the
line of the formerly known, and has invaded the mys-
terious realm of the supernatural. She has created
the materialist, who, dreamer above all mystics,
dreamed he had at last a solid fact in matter ; and she
has also given birth to the Agnostic, who, supremely
cautious, strives to avoid a pit by giving it a negative
in place of a positive name, and she has called into
existence scores of others as her temporary compan-
ions. All these await a unitary philosophy for their
complete salvation from narrowness of thought.
But there are those who await Monism with a pro-
phetic apprehension of its approach. They are in-
stinctive believers in a higher unity which they have
seen hinted in their sacred books; they still look for
the indicative star in the heavens instead of beneath
the microscope. They even look beyond Christian-
ity,—even while their hearts warm at its very thought.
For they have seen Christianity on trial, as well as the
creeds of its churches. They have seen the whole
system of religion bearing this sacred name called be-
fore the judgment seat of those universal principles of
truth it claimed to represent ; have seen it asked to
substantiate its claim to a monopoly of them, and
their minds have been broadened by the verdict.
"Liberal Christianity," so-called, is, or ought to
be, a Cosmic religion, or a Cosmotheism, supported
by and expressing a unitary philosophy. I am not
sure that this name,. Cosmotheism, will co.ivey to the
majority of my readers its best meaning. To name
prematurely is to encumber, if not to endanger the
child of our thought. I have waited for years for the
spontaneous appearance of that name which should
rightly characterize the full aim of this liberalizing
movement in religion towards its destined goal, but
have found every name that offered itself to contain
some objectionable limitation.
The idea I have had in mind needing this name
was suggested by surrounding conditions, and points
clearly to a religion that should not only be a Free Re-
ligion, —that is, untrammeled by limiting dogmas, but
so true in its truth-basis as to include freedom, and
render unnecessary and even offensive the assertion
of this in its name. It also points to a religion
thoroughly ethical in its culture, because its funda-
mental truths include all incentives necessary to that
harmonious living pictured in the moral ideal, and to
a religion so broad in its fellowship, that it not only
welcomes all, but dares to trust thought to build a
positive platform for all on philosophical convictions,
broad as the laws of thought themselves, and suscep-
tible of improvement in harmony with the constant
increase of scientific knowledge.
The word Cosmos, with its original idea of order
and harmony, and in its extended idea, as stated by
Humboldt, of "the system of law, harmony, and
truth combined within the universe," together with
the still broader idea growing upon man of the bound-
lessness of the universe of mind and matter, furnishes
the right breadth of field for that fundamental idea in
religion, wfiich is a soul-melody with the All-Ensouled,
and for that basic fact in morality, which is a tuneful
harmony of our lives with life throughout the All.
The full name, Cosmotheism, states a theology
that is in harmony with the scientific thought of the
age. Its God, as a visible presence in the unifying
laws of every object, and in a similar unity through-
out nature, is an existence that can not only be seen
with the intellect, but felt through the emotions, re-
joiced in as a tangible presence, communed with by
all thankful hearts, who feel that they partake of
Nature's life and Nature's gifts, and who aspire to the
ideal in which it presents itself to us as the type of
our race. Thus, in a Cosmic religion, none of those
genuine elements which enter into religion, generically
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considered, such as worship, prayer, aspiration, and
love, would be dropped out, but each resting upon a
real foundation in a consciousness of the All, would
give full religious satisfaction and essential poetic ex-
pression to that part of our nature which looks be-
yond all that is partial in human love and human ex-
cellence, on to that world-embracing form of both
which knows no bounds, and is ever full of promise to
the limit-spurning human mind. The statement of
common human experience in this wide- visioned,
poetic side of man's nature, and of all known facts
concerning his relations to the All, would constitute
a Cosmic theology, having a definite basis in fact with
a capacity for growth and adaptation commensurate
with accumulating knowledge.
1 cherish an interest in the unitary philosophy ad-
vocated by The Open Court ; and that interest is a
practical one. I am viewing it, not merely with the
receptive, sympathetic mind of the lover of a compre-
hensive theory, but with an eye to its possible effects
upon the religious thought of the age. I am aware
that the devotee to philosophical thought must have
no ulterior aims concerning practical results,—that he
must, in fact, renounce all but the one purpose of
finding the truth, yea, sacrifice all in its pursuit, but I
must accord to higher minds this noble devotion, and
take the more humble position of welcoming the truth
in its working garb among the present problems of
life. Monism, or some unitary philosophy, will meet
the present wants of men in thought and daily life
when it can be reduced to their comprehension and
taught in some form which will touch their lives. I
know of no better way to do this than through that
Cosmic religion which is already recognized among
many liberal clergymen* as the positive form towards
which the transition stage of liberal religion has ever
pointed and in which it finds its explanation.
"Liberal religion " is a significant name. It de-
nominates a struggle in which religion is liberating
itself from that which is choking its life. The name is
not the pure symbol of religious freedom, nor is it the
unmixed cognomen that pure religion deserves. Re-
ligion itself includes the freest life of the soul beyond
which there are no wider opening vistas, and its name
is dwarfed by any modifying prefix. Liberal religion
is the belittling name that expresses a want of free-
dom,—a crippled life struggling with foreign bonds.
Out of this transition stage there is being evolved a
positive religion, or, to state it better, simply religion
in its purity, to be supported by a positive philosophy
of unity.
No religion that has drawn to itself a powerful sup-
port has been without its philosophy. Liberal religion
kept itself barely upright on what could be exhumed
* See Unity of Dec. 28, 1889. One of the editors (p. 11).
from the burial grounds of its opponents in religion,
with here and there a bone from various systems of
thought.
I welcome therefore a unitary philosophy as a prac-
tical working power, capable of putting a base under
the most progressive thought of the age. The thought
yet floats in the air, with, perchance, here and there a
pretentious trestle-work of sentimentality which drags
down rather than supports it. Heavier timbers on a
solid foundation are needed. "Is your ideal in the
air?" asked Thoreau, "That is where it ought to be;
now put a base under it." Thoreau's recommendation
ought to encourage some of our progressive, religious
thinkers. They need only the base. That base must
be a philosophical one, and, in harmony with the age,
it must be monistic and not dualistic.
Dualism is a half-way house in thought, at which,
if a man tarries more than for a night's rest, he loses
the singleness of his vision. It is a makeshift, a string
in the harness, which starts the journey well but ends
it in a pit. It is an externally sanctified dress beneath
which are the cloven feet ; and science treats this figure
as Martin Luther treated some of his apparitions,—
fights it under its true name.
The unitary philosophy can be taught the masses
of the people, old and young, through evening school
and Sunday school instruction, and in Sunday services
that give free exercise to man's ideal aspirations
towards moral unity. In the latter could be used all
the poetry, melody, and beauty found in art and nature,
and in the former could be employed such modern
pedagogic methods as are already found to be best in
the reduction of abstract thought to the comprehen-
sion of minds, trained only in the one-sided perception
of concrete forms.
Philosophy in former days reached down to the
masses through the mystic thought spoken in the
symbol. It satisfied the emotions with its poetry, but
it required the mind to reach first principles through a
salto mortale, that to the scientific mind was a leap in
the dark. It worked passably well so long as the im-
agination furnished the principal entrance into the hu-
man mind. But the working days of this method are
past,
—
past in philosophy, in religion, and in morals;
and the teachers of truth in a Cosmic religion must
recognize the change. The present is the day of ob-
ject lessons. Starting with facts and objects in every
day experience, all of which are alive with God and
expressive of universal laws, the mind of the child and
of the humblest thinker can ascend step b}' step to
general principles that govern classes of objects, races
of men, as well as individual morals, and this educa-
tion can extend itself to include all the poetry and
beauty that can enter each individual mind as well as
all the exact knowledge. By this process the legitimate
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symbolism of all forms of beautj' expressive of the
ideal could be used, and far more effectively used than
the special sj'mbolism of Oriental lands, already re-
peatedly made over to fit the out-growing forms of
younger generations, and for whose antique stjde one
must cultivate a special taste.
These closing words briefly indicate a course by
which the Cosmotheism already existing in potential
form in every community, could go hand in hand with
a unitary philosophy in instructing the great mass of
the unchurched, and independent thinkers generally,
in those fundamental principles of known truth which
would bring satisfaction to their minds and a nobler
and purer tone to their lives. For this work the fields
are already white with the harvest.
r
THE FUTURE OF RELIGION.
BY J. H. BROWN.
[concluded,]
M-ANv persons however, Mr. Harrison among the
number, seem to think that the emotion of gratitude
is the main, the indispensable element of religion.
This I think is a mistaken idea. Mr. Spencer has
shown how little of what we call gratitude is due from
us to our progenitors, men who consciously and right
ly laboring for themselves, necessarily carried the race
upward by their efforts towards self-advancement.
So common is the notion that gratitude is a duty to
be religiously inculcated, that most persons would be
shocked by the suggestion that there might be a con-
trary opinion. 'What others give as duties,' says
Whitman, ' I give as living impulses. Shall I give
the heart's action as a duty?' Gratitude, as com-
monly understood, is supposed to be a resultant union
of personal affection and the sentiment of justice due
from one who is benefited towards a benefactor.
From one view it is an eminently proper sentiment
which the generosity of a patron is supposed to excite
in all worthy objects of his bounty ; a humility of the
heart, which a mean man who is strong wishes to re-
ceive, and a mean man who is weak is willing to render.
It is, in fact, a tattered remnant of the feudal, aristo-
cratic patchwork, which the present age is tearing to
shreds, with so much besides that is false, flimsy, and
bad. But, as commonly understood, gratitude is that
sentimental something which is recognized as due
where there is no legal or juridical indebtedness.
Now I submit that this sentimental something is
a thing which should never be inculcated as a duty,
which should never be expected by a benefactor, and
should never be regarded in the light of duty by the
person benefited. To be so inculcated and so regarded
is, it seems to me, to make a subject for moral maxims
of what should be and can only be a spontaneous
emotion of the heart. It is to trouble the pure spring
of the affections, and endeavor to make act with the
regularity of an artificial fountain the one thing above
all others in human nature which demands untram
meled freedom. It is gradually coming to be under-
stood that the affections cannot be constrained.
I suppose it is no longer taught as a duty that a
child should love its parent. If a father would be
loved by his child he now endeavors to win the child's
affection. Assuming that they are both normal human
beings, if he fails in this it is either because he has
not taken the fitting method, or because there is some
obstacle in his own nature or in that of the child which
renders affection difficult if not impossible. But love
cannot be gained by preaching the duty of affection,
and it is precisely so with gratitude. There may be
the consciousness of indebtedness, but if this should
be accompanied by a feeling of dislike or by indiffer-
ence it would hardly be called gratitude. Gratitude
then is not a duty any more than love is a duty.
The propriety of this sentiment is to be regarded
from two sides, from the side of the person benefited
and from the side also of the person who confers the
benefit. Take the case of two friends, one of whom
has done the other a kindness. What should we think
of him if he expected his friend to be grateful? What
should his friend think if he knew that gratitude was
expected from him ? Would he not hasten to cancel
the supposed obligation? Does any high-minded man
do a kindness looking for the gratitude of the recip-
ient? Would he not do it if he thought he would not
be so repaid—if Jie knew that his action would be re-
garded as a friendly matter of course ? Take again
the relation between parent and child. Does a gen-
erous father expect gratitude from his children ? Would
he not be satisfied with love ? Will he give his purest
affection to his child and then expect jt to be grateful
from a sense of duty ? Will he give his best affection
to his child and then, be satisfied with anything less
than the child's spontaneous regard? And if he finds
he cannot have this, will he denounce the child for its
lack of feeling, its lack of gratitude ? If he could do
so I should not greatly admire him.
A deity of the moral stature of one of the ancient
theologies might demand from its subject creatures a
worshiping gratitude, but can we imagine a deity
such as is not beyond the conception of an ordinarily
good man desiring it? Yet Mr. Harrison's object of
worship, the Great Being, Humanity, would find this
sort of incense sweet in its nostrils. Does it not occur
to one that this worshipful gratitude savors very much
of self-adulation ? It will be said that the Great Being,
Humanity, being unconscious does not receive this
flattering incense, but if an unconscious humanity
does not receive the gratitude of its conscious parts,
where is the need for offering it? The point is simply
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this, if a benefiting Power be great enough it will de-
sire no reward of gratitude or aught else from its
beneficiary, and if the creature benefited be simple
and good, it will accept the gift as a child from its
parent without thought of any possible return in the
way of gratitude. There has been too much preaching
of gratitude. In a society of free, affectionate, and
independent 'persons the word would lose its mean-
ing. It can never be the teaching of any religion of
the future worthy the name.
The working value of the religious idea, as it
seems to me, lies in its power for union, its power for
organization. From this view Religion might truly
be termed the social emotion. If it is feeling that
divides men, it is emphatically feeling that unites
them. We know what a bond there is in family feel-
ing, what a bond in the sentiment of patriotism.
Religion is that comprehensive bond which should in-
clude all these. The success of Christianity was due
largel}' to the fact that it was all-embracing. It made
no distinctions of race or caste. It was intended for
all mankind. It has been found inadequate, but no
religion which attempted less than this could displace
it. In union is strength, in union is happiness. We
all know what loss results from the divisions and
acrimonies of parties and sects. There is one charac-
teristic of the society of the middle ages under Catho-
licism we well might envy it. It somehow presents an
aspect of wholeness and totality. Can as much be
said for our own time? Take France for instance.
How disorganized society there seems, how near the
verge of dismemberment. England, at this distance,
does not appear in much better case. Doubtless the
causes which contribute to this disorganized condition
are manifold. But how largely these causes are
owing to the disintegration of the old religious and
political order, no one can say. I hope it will not be
supposed that I am saying anything in defense of the
old order. No one rejoices more than I that its time
at last came. But I would that the time were ripe
for that rounded and more perfect successor, that
purer and finer organization which I am persuaded
is destined to succeed it.
We are in a transition stage, we say. We are torn
and tosssd between the old and new. All things are
at question, opinion is in a ferment, mental rest, and
tranquility are almost unknown. But there will be an
end to all this. A time will come when father and son
will not be torn apart by conflicting opinions, when
friends will no longer be severed by dissenting views
which are as the breath of life to them. When men
and women shall not be obliged to build themselves
separate temples, for the reason that they cannot all
meet together on a common ground of feeling and
opinion. A mighty force toward this desired consum-
mation, as its unsettlement has resulted in disorder,
will be what men have called Religion. And when
that time shall arrive, that which shall preserve and
keep entire peoples happy and united, shall be a com-
mon religion. To this both the sciences and the arts
shall contribute. Its purpose shall be to guide men,
to encourage them : to celebrate the good, the beau-
tiful, the true ; to teach gentleness, tolerance, progress.
But its main idea shall be union ; for as the harmonious
working together of all his organs and faculties is the
health of the individual, so the harmonious co-opera-
tion of all the parts of society in a happy union of in-
terests would be the health and perfection of the social
organism.
In future, then. Religion will mean more than ever,
what it has always very largely meant in the past, the
fostering and bringing within one order whatever tends
to unite and elevate mankind. Every religion, no
matter what were its supposed relations to the super-
natural, has aimed to do this, defective though its
methods may have been. But in rearing the church
of mankind he would be blind, indeed, who did not see
that those supposed relations with the supernatural
of the elder churches held a kernel of truth within
their husks of superstition. Can any one suppose, for
example, that the enthusiasm which the name of Jesus
of Nazareth stirs is stirred simply by the grandeur of
his human attributes—by the man, Joseph the Carpen-
ter's son? No, the emotion excited is a profounder
one than any mere human regard, however powerful,
could arouse. It is as the son of the living God—the
connecting link between humanity and the great
Power on which humanity depends, that the name
of Jesus is so potent. And when the heart of each
man goes with its treasures of feeling to human-
ity, recognizing in it the Human expression of this
Power, as Christians have recognized its human e.\-
pression in Jesus, then will a Religion, which may
well be named the Religion of Humanity, stir large
and ever larger multitudes, as the name of Jesus has
been wont to move the assemblages of Christendom.
Man does not live of himself. Whatever beauty
there is in human nature is a beauty given, a beauty
derived, from maternal Nature, as we say, but beneath
and beyond Nature we recognize that Infinite and
Eternal Power on which the hopes, the fortunes, and
the destiny of mankind depend. Let us not evade
this : either mankind is self-created, self-sustained, or
it has been created (terms are unimportant) and is
sustained by a Power greater than itself. This is the
kernel of truth in the teachings of theologies, and
this is what men must recognize to the end of time.
Man is nothing of himself. The suns wax and wane,
planets speed along their destined paths, they become
the abode of life, and life grows cold and dies ; and
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on their tiny islet, washed by the ocean of infinite
space, the generations of men arise and pass. And
shall this helpless atom, momentarily issuing amid
the stress and rush of multitudinous forces, pretend
to cut himself off from the mighty Influence which
controls him and do himself homage as to a divinity?
In man is beauty and the perception of beauty, in
man is goodness, in man is elevation of thought and
feeling (tried necessarily by human standards)
;
yet
surely we must each admit that man has not made
these things for himself, but that they are the mani-
festations through human beings of qualities inherent
in that Cosmos of which human life forms an in-
finitesimal part.
And thus the emotions which the thought of the
Infinite arouses, and the emotions which belong to us
as members of the great human family, will inter-
mingle and supplement each other. If humanity be
weak and finite, it is supported by the infinite and
omnipotent of which it is the child. Thrilled by the
might and magnificence of the universe, we can yet
feel that we are not aliens on an unknown shore,
that we have not drifted hither, the sport of chance
and death and birth, that the Power which produced
us is greater than we, and that we may with trust-
ing and faithful hearts take spiritual rest in this house
of Nature where we dwell.
And then the human, what Mr. Harrison calls
the practical side of this Religion, which shall be
large enough for a citizen of the world, for a patriot
whose countrymen are all mankind ; all the tender
relations of husband and wife, parent and child,
brother and sister ; all the sweetness of love, all
the sacredness of friendship— these have a part in
religion. Thej' are religion. Whatever tends to make
social life whole and sound is religious. All high
emotion is religious, all earnest and disinterested
endeavor is religious, constant faith is religious, all
scientific ardor is religious. The passion for truth of the
philosopher, the passion for righteousness of the moral
teacher, the passion for beauty of the poet^these are
all religious. Whatever lifts to loftier heights of con-
templation, to sweeter purity of feeling, to a fearless
faith which believes that if it be ' a lucky thing to be
born,' it may also be 'a lucky thing to die,' and that
the only unlucky thing is to falter and be false—this
is all religious.
Social devotion, as Mr. Harrison says, is religion,
but that is also religion which prompts us to lift ever
and ever further folds of the mysterious veil which
surrounds us. After all the individual life is little
;
the life of the race is more, but we can conceive its
limits. Whether we can or not, we know it to be
limited and conditioned. Why should we pretend
that we stand alone. A friend of mine of a somewhat
intense disposition once said to me, with reference to
the question of the immortality of the soul, that if this
span of 60 or 70 years were the end of all, he would
not consider it worth while. He was young and de-
sired the infinite. The human mind seems to demand
the inexhaustible
; it hates the limited and com -non-
place ; and I almost think that if we could conceive
the universe as measurable and find out the secret of
it to-morrow, we should begin to regard it as rather
a poor affair. Carlyle says somewhere, in illustration
of this quality of our nature, that if a newsboy were
given possession of half a universe, he would immedi-
ately turn eyes of longing toward the other half. I
suppose he would want more territory. There would
be no satisfaction in fishing within one's own bound-
aries.
For me the question as to whether primitive men
worshiped natural objects in themselves, or as the out-
ward manifestations of inward powers or spirits, is of
secondar)' importance. If we examine all the more
important religions known to us, we find them taking
cognizance of two grand facts,—the Infinite, giving rise
to the sentiments of wonder, awe, and cognate emotions,
and the humanly finite, filling us with the related feel-
ings of love, pity, charity, etc. On the one side human-
ity, the human expression of the Infinite Power, with
its strengths and weaknesses, its beauty and deform-
ity, its joys and sorrows, its great needs; on the other
side the Cosmic Power, called by whatever name,
Jove, Jehovah, Allah, the Great Spirit, the Deity, the
Infinite, and Eternal Energy from which all things
proceed, which is not less but greater than personal-
ity, mark : the Power which was in the infinite past
ere the parent sun from which our earth draws its
life took form from the void, and which will be in the
infinite vistas of the future, when our sun and the
system of suns to which he belongs, will have again
dissolved 'like the baseless fabric of a vision.' What
the meaning of the Mystery, and what humanity's
meaning and purport here, it is not given us to know ;
but to say that there is no consciousness of 'Mystery
and Omnipresent Power ' ; or that this consciousness
does not stir the profoundest emotions of awe, wonder,
and desire, which in many men have risen to the
point of ecstatic rapture, is, it seems to me, to admit
an extremely low condition of spiritual life or to palter
with one's primary intellectual assurances. Such an ad-
mission inspires something of the wonder which some
at least have felt on reading the expression ascribed
to the great French philosopher— that the heavens
declare not the glory of God, but the glory of Hip-
parchos and Newton !
The only lasting amaranthine flow'r on earth
Is virtue; the only lasting treasure, truth.
—
Cowper.
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THE DANGERS OF HYPNOTISM.
In spite of the many astonishing results that have
been obtained through hypnotic treatment, we never-
theless must beware of anticipating more than it re-
ally can be expected to achieve. It is perhaps natu-
ral that the idea of rest should act soothingly upon
the nerves, but, still, we must not imagine that the
illusion that we hear well will cure deafness, or the
illusion that we possess excellent eyesight will remove
the blindness of a cataract. A correct view of the
nature of ideas will guard us from erroneous expecta-
tions of this kind, and physicians therefore will have
to limit the application of psychical means (and es-
pecially of h)'pnotism and suggestion) to such phys-
iological conditions that can directly or at least in-
directly be reached and influenced by psychical meth-
ods. Psychical cures, accordingly, must be restricted
in the main to nervous diseases.
We consider it as our duty on this occasion to
caution against the abuse of hypnotism that is fre-
quently practiced by half-scientific people and some-
times even by prominent physicians. Hypnotism, as
a means of cure, should be employed as little as
possible, and in such cases only where natural sleep
cannot be produced ; and even then it must be em-
ployed with discretion.
Dr. Luys reports several cases in which patients
hopelessly ill have been restored to health by the ap-
plication of hypnotism. He speaks, for example, of a
man who had been debilitated by insomnia. His di-
gestion was impaired, his walk tottering, the nervous
system prostrated, and his entire constitution was un-
dermined. He had been given up by several physi-
cians. Dr. Luys treated him several times in vain,
but finally with success. The patient improved per-
ceptibly, and soon was perfectly cured. To cure
nervous diseases that are caused by insomnia, in
fact, seems to me the main purpose to which h5'pnosis
can profitably be applied.
There are also reported cases of inveterate vices
and evil hdbits, (for instance dipsomania,) that are
said to have been completely cured by means of hyp-
notic suggestion. And the applicability of hypnosis
in certain desperate cases, when all other expedients
have failed, may under exceptional conditions likewise
be justified.
The rotating mirror invented by Dr. Luys seems
to be the best and least injurious means of producing
artificial sleep. It is an instrument with two wings
not unlike the automatic fly- fan, only much smaller
and studded with small glittering pieces of glass. The
wings are fixed upon a pin, which when wound up
sets them into a rapid revolving motion. The patient
being comfortably seated in an arm-chair, is requested
to stare at the mirror. The giddily rapid, monotonous
rotation by and by tires the eyes and produces a feel
ing of fatigue, so that the patient is soon very likely
to fall asleep.
It is more than doubtful whether the anaesthesia
of the cataleptic condition should be employed in ope-
rations. Narcotics have hitherto proved by far more
reliable and less injurious.
It does not seem advisable to employ the cataleptic
state in cases of childbirth, as Dr. Luys and other
French physicians have done. To be prepared for
the occasion, it is necessary that many weeks pre-
vious to her confinement, the woman be hypnotized
daily. If this were not done, the hypnosis would
most likely not succeed at the critical moment. But
this exemption from the throes of a few painful hours
are bought at ari exorbitant price ! We have to con-
sider that henceforth throughout the whole life the
woman will remain predisposed to hypnotic states.
And still worse : a fatal germ of the same predisposi-
tion is most probabi}' implanted in the infant born.
A predisposition to hypnotism, at all events, must
be regarded as one of the most dangerous kinds of
disease. It is an extremely serious misfortune. A pre-
disposition to hypnosis is a diseased, abnormal state of
the nerves. Individuals who either by nature or through
artificial methods possess a predisposition of this kind,
are but to a limited degree their own masters. Not
only the hypnotizer himself has an absolute control
over them, but every stranger, by skillful manipulation,
may influence their soul-life, and can render them ser-
viceable to his private ends.
It is maintained by some hypnotizers that en-
croachments of this sort can be prevented, by impart-
ing to the subject the suggestion, that he should not
submit to be hypnotized by any one but his own hyp-
notizer or physician. But, as a matter of fact, every
suggestion can be counteracted or modified by another
suggestion. An impostor might easily introduce him -
self as the physician's deputy, and there are a hundred
other means at his disposal. Once having been ad-
mitted into the confidence of the subject, he will
quickl}' usurp the entire control over his or her soul.
We certainly should regard it as a national calamity
if the majority of a people had acquired a predisposi-
tion to hypnotism. The independence of individuals
would be destroyed, for that trait consists in the ca-
pacity to resist obnoxious suggestions. It is generally-
admitted by all psychologists that hypnotism affords an'
easy means for criminals safely to commit their crimes
through unconscious middlemen as instruments of the
deed. The danger of hypnotism is increased by the
possibility of "timing" the execution of a post-hyp-
notic suggestion. Forel says upon the subject
:
" The enormous importince of suggestion at appointed time
or ' a echeance' is manifest We are able for a definite period of
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time to predetermine the thoughts and resolutions of hypnotized
subjects when the hypnotizer himself is no longer present : in ad-
dition one can give to the suggestion the appearance of a free de-
cision of the will. One is further able to suggest to the hypnotized
subject the belief that the impulse did not come from the hypno-
tizer. Nay, with highly suggestible people we are even able suc-
cessfully to suggest the total amnesia of the hypnotization : ' You
have never been hypnotized, ' we may say ; ' if you are asked, swear
before God, that in all your life you have neferonce b^en hypno-
tized ; I myself have never hypnotized you.'
" I am perfectly aware, that in this consists, perhaps, the most
appalling danger of hypnotism in the administration of criminal
justice."
The dangers to which hypnotic subjects are ex-
posed in the respect that they may become instruments
of crime in the hands of unscrupulous criminals, great
though they may be, are trifles compared to the
dangers rising from their own auto-suggestions. Hyp-
notic subjects cease to be able to control their own
ideas. Hallucinations may come to them at any
moment and lead them to crimes or to follies of all
kinds.
Dr. Luys, who, if he is partial, is rather prejudiced
in favor of hypnotism, says :
" Hypnotized subjects, by the very fact that they are under
the influence of a quite special mental state, or even subjects that
are neuropathic by nature, are apt to present this strange phenom-
enon, that through the automatic action of the cells of their brains
they will produce truly autogenetic suggestions, just as insane
persons are seen to create fixed and spontaneous ideas. At one time
they will tell jou, that they have met with some extraordinary ex-
perience, have received certain strange proposals, are acquainted
with persons of high social standing ; or else, they will accuse some
acquaintance of their circle of having spread abroad slander, of
robbing, or of seeking to wrong them. Still, all these denuncia-
tions are made with a mien of absolute sincerity, and if one did not
know such subjects from their peculiar psychological point of view,
one might really be tempted to lend faith to their statements. It is
precisely mental habits of this kind that frequently cause the
society of h)pnotic subjects to prove so irksome and well-nigh
unendurable in the wards of public hospitals.
" This likewise cnstitutes a point of contact of hypnotism
with insanity, because these cases of suggestions very frequently
are produced either by sensorial illusions or by persistent halluci-
nations, and from this point of view hypnotic subjects present
the exact state of mind of persons laboring undtr the hallucina-
tion of persecution."
The dangers arising from auto-suggestion and self-
hj'pnotization are confirmed almost by every one who
is familiar with the subject. Professor Lombroso,*
of Turin, reports among many other instances the
following case.
"An artillery officer, who was hypnotized at a public seance,
afterwards became almost insane. From time to time he had
attacks of spontaneous hypnotism at the sight of any shining ob-
ject. He would follow a carriage lamp in the street, as though
spell-bound. One evening, if his fellow-officer had not saved him,
he would have been crushed to death by going directly towards an
approaching carriage. A violent hysterical crisis followed this
and the man had to take to his bed."
The whole purpose of a liberal education consists
in the freedom, independence, and self-reliance of the
individual. Accordingly, we can observe that in coun-
tries where men and women are raised with a love of
liberty and independence there are comparatively few
symptoms of hypnotism. In countries in which children
are brought up to become mere instruments in the
hands of priests, the inclination to hypnosis is com-
paratively strong. Let us not increase the natural
tendency of weak characters to allow themselves to be
guided blindly ; and therefore let us be careful to avoid
the dangers of hypnotism.
The growing generation should learn, neither to
shut out new ideas nor indiscriminately to accept
them, but to receive them with critique and to arrange
them in proper order in the storehouse of general
knowledge. This is necessary above all in a repub-
lic in which every citizen is called upon to take part
in the government of the state, in the election of the
authorities, and in the framing of the laws. p. c.
* See Frederik Bj( Hypnotism, Humboldt Library, No. 113, p. 123.
GENERALIZATION.
People agree far better when they talk about the concrete
than the abstract. Abstractions and geneiralizations play the mis-
chief with clearness and unity of thought. A fog seems suddenly
to settle down on our minds. Generalizations, when in the hands
of the uneducated, are snares which fatally entrap many a mind
that naturally has a clear perception of individual ideas It takes
a mind of some training to generalize justly—to grasp largely an
abstract idea.
When I am asked (as sometimes we are io literary club con-
versations) if I think ethics or the moral sense by itself and unsup-
ported by the religious sense, or by the imagination, or by the
instinct of fraternity among men, is sufficient to sustain society, I
am led towards a trap into which I have no idea of tumbling. I
reply, ' ' These are imperfectly abstract ideas ; generalizations
which are barren of any useful resultant thought until carried
higher up." And I would rather not answer questions so stated;
or, if I give an answer, it will only be by asking a counter-ques-
tion, " What do you mean by ethics or the moral sense ? " And
if it is answered, " The moral sense is the natural instinct of right
and wrong," then I say, " Every one has this instinct, but some
infinitesimally, others in superabundance, " And this brings us right
down to the individual experience or the concrete fact, and the
answer should be, "Any given society will be governed by the
majority of consciences, whatever those consciences may be. If
the prevailing conscience of a nation, for instance, be sound, full,
well-balanced, that nation will conduct itself well, if not, ill." Then
as to the relation of the moral to the religious sense, I must make
the same statistical form of thought, and say, " Those individuals
who unite a good conscience with a high and sound religious in-
stinct are the best specimens of men, as so far defined ; and a ma-
jority of such will be the best safety for a State," and vice versa.
But other elements must be recognized, such as the imagination,
the affections, the sentiment of brotherhood.
Of course, I know that none of us can think or speak without
rising into the abstract. It is a natural tendency of the mind, and
one of the noblest—the true sign of progressive manhood, of the
wise and philosophic mind But wise men and philosophers of
the highest grade are exceedingly rare. Individual and unrelated
ideas come first in the order of mental development; and these
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flow primarily from spontaneous sources. Abstractions and gen-
eralizations come later. The first correspond to melody in music,
the second to harmony. The mass of men love melody— the musi-
cians need the fuller developments of harmony.
There is a kind of pseudo-conservatism which may sometimes
come from imperfect generalization or the habit of shaping one's
opinion or belief outside and off the philosophic centre of gravity.
And the same might be said of certain kinds of scepticism which
are often but the protest of uninformed and somewhat crotchety
minds against half-truths that set up for whole truths, and shams
that would persuade the world that they are realities.
Sound generalization becomes more difficult in pr portion to
the comple.xity of human life. Therefore, the continual need of a
broader philosophy as we advance from the simple and mere
homogeneous relations towards the heterogeneous.
C. P. Cranch.
either animal, vegetal, or mundane, and with that riddance we
foreclose, on apodictic data, the whole merely provisional Spiritual
realm of shadows. R. Lewins, M. D.
London, February, iSgo.
CORRESPONDENCE.
NEO-PHRENOLOGY—AN EXPLANATION.
" If it be possible to perfect [rationalize] Mankind, the
means of doing so will be found in the Medical Sciences."
—Descartes.
To the Editor of The Open Court .•—
Very few words seem necessary to clear up the difficulty the
Editor of The Open Court finds in my usage of the terras Self and
Ego as f-tated in his note appended to my article "On the Auto-
plastic Synthesis of the Universe," at page 2098 of this serial for
February 13th last. I use the two words as synonyms and imply
by them the complete subjectivity of object— the latter being en
tirely foreclosed by immersion in the former. So that the subject-
Self, or Ego, or Solipsismal Monism, is substituted for that ani-
mistic Dualism, upon which inter alia miil/a, Religion, in its usuil
sense of Divine Worship, is based. For it is self-evident ihat if
Self be all in all, no Worship is possible except Self-Worship—
a
position which necessaiily relegates the object of any form of Wor-
ship to the status of Fetichism, i. e., of a self-created Eidolon.
Wordsworth's nun, " breathless with adoration," never really gets
out of .tt'//'-abstraction and j-e-^-absorption and thus an fond of self-
communion. After all, this is nothing more than Kant's negation
of Thing, per se, the sole alternative to which being Thing /t'/- me,
only reasoned out with a completeness impracticable to that su-
preme thinker, from the state of the physical and natural sciences
at his epoch, when none had any existence except Newtonian As-
tronomy. Anatomy, or Somatology, is, as nearest to Self, or rather
"very Self" itself, the real focus, or burning point of all the
other more distal ones. And yet, even in our own day, the latter
receives least attention. It is quite ignored, for instance, in Pro-
fessor F. Max Miiller's article: "The Cradle of the Aryas," in the
same issue of The Open Court (page 2087), in which the great phi-
lologist enumerates, as essential to education, Geology and Ge-
og aphy, Astronomy, History, Philology, Religion, and Philoso-
phy, not mentioning that science in which all the others meet,
and without which, indeed, a^l Science, in the most real and lit-
eral sense of the nullity, were Nescience. It is Anatomy, and not
Philology, as he asseris, "that teaches us what we are, " or at
least lays the only sound foundation for " Self-Knowledge, Self-
Reverence, and Sslf Control," which alone, as Lord Tennyson
sings " lead life to Sovereign Power." Leib, which is German for
Body or Soma really connotes both that word and life. Indeed,
no words have yet been, or are ever likely to be coined, to express
meanings which transcend Matter and Life—Psyche, Pneuma,
God, i. e.. Lord (Khoda), Saint, Spirit, Salvation, etc., are ex-
amples ; all being ultimately resolvable into anatomical or Medical
terms. When we define Life "as the sum total (Bichat, tout en-
semile) of the organic functions," we get rid, at one blow, of soul,
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Inebriety Its Etiology, Pathology, Treatment, and Jurisprudence.
By Norman Kerr, M. D.. F. L. S. London : H. K. Lewis,
136 Gower Street, W. C.
The present work, of which we have the second edition before
us, is the outcome of a quarter of a century of experience in dealing
with cases of inebriety and of a careful examination of the results
of the researches of others. Dr. Kerr claims to have endeavored
to furnish merely a systematic treatise on the disease of inebriety,
"avoiding any discussion of the general questions involved in the
temperance movement as foreign to his purpose " His position
is that inebriety is " a disease, as curable as most other diseases,
calling tor medical, mental, and moral treatments " ; reference is
had only to "those in whom either the habit of drinking or some
inherited or other cause has manifetly set up the diseased con-
dition we designate inebriety, the characteristic symptom of which
is an overpowering impulse to indulge in intoxication at all risks ";
it belongs to the group of 'diseases of the nervous system,' and its
nearest ally is ' insanity '. Though Dr. Kerr is a firm believer in
our responsibility to a higher power for the proper use of our
faculties, and acknowledges that intemperance has its religious
and moral aspects, yet he protests ag linst the senseless sentimen-
talism that regards inebriety as a vice, a sin against God, a breach
of the moral law ; showing how modern scientific inquiry has de-
monstrated the fact that the phenomena of this disease are mainly
physical and the outcome of natural law.
Five chapters are devoted to an exhaustive classification and
review of ihe forms of inebriety; four to their etiology ; two to their
pathology ; five to the treatment of the disease ; and five to its
medico-legal aspects. The first 'indication' of treatment is the
withdrawal of the alcoholic poison, immediate and absolute ; the
second ' indication ' is the removal and counteraction of the excit-
ing cause ; the third ' indication ' is the reparation of the physical
damage wrought by the inebriety. But the details of treatment
are too minute to be entered upon here ; for this the work iiself
must be consulted ; suffice it to say, that the suggestions and me-
thods of Dr. Kerr appear to be eminently sound and in wholesome
accordance with the natural laws and conditions of life.
The chapters on the medico-legal aspects we commended to
our legislators and lawyers ; first with regard to the necessity of
legislation touching the cure of inebriates and the protection of
the community against the acts of inebriates, and, secondly, with
regard to the criminal responsibility of persons for acts committed
in the inebriate condition. With respect to the latter problem,
Dr. Kerr says :
' Our present jurisprudence, so far as it relates to inebriates, was framed
at a time when the physical aspect of inebriety and the diseased condition of
a large proportion of inebriates were not even suspected, except by a very few
far-seeing philosophic medical observers. In those days, pains, penalties,
rebuke and contempt were hurled at drunkards of all degrees and varieties
indiscriminately. They were regarded but as vicious and depraved sinners.
Now we know better. Kindness, persuasion, and help, are the weapons which
we employ to-day in our more judicious warfare with the drunken habit.
Medical science has revealed to us the existence of a class of inebriates who
are the subjects of disease, as clearly defined as are neuralgia and nervous
debility. Let legal luminaries thoroughly understand that in many instances
inebriety has a pathological origin, takes its rise in a departure from bodily
and mental health, from a morbid state of some parts of the brain or its mem-
branes, whereby the function of that organ is perverted, or from other un-
healthful conditions, and that this inebriate tendency is often implanted as a
ansmitted property in the body and brain during intra-uterine life. Let it
also be distinctly understood, at the same time, that there are many drunkards
who do not appear to be the subjects of a morbid affection, whom no one
would desire to excuse on the ground either of insanity or disease."
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Dr. Kerr suggests a commission of legal and medicinal experts
to inquire into the modification of inebriate criminal responsibility
indicated by modern science. But in giving evidence in a crimi-
nal trial, the medical witness should testify only to the pathologi-
cal, psychical, healthy, or diseased condition of the accused : the
application of the evidence is for the Judge and the Jury.
Dr. Kerr's book is a comprehensive and scholarly discussion of
a subject very generally misunderstood. We know of no w rk in
which the exposition of the nature and attributes of inebriety is so
popularly and yet so scientifically set forth. " The Proceedings "
of the Society for the Study of Inebriety, of which Dr. Kerr is
president, form an appropriate commentary and practical confir-
mation of the principles laid down in his work. iiKpn.
Life and Mind ; On the Basis of Modern Science. By Robert
Lcwins, M. D. London : Watts & Co.
Hylo-Idealism or AutoCentrism : A Unification of Natural
and Transcendental Philosophies On the Lines of
Thought laid down by Robert Leivins, M. D. By H. L. C.
London ; Watts & Co.
Humanism vs. Theism ; Or Solipsism (Egoism)=Atheism. A
Series of letters by Robert Lewins, M. D London ; Free-
thought Publishing Co
It is dangerous for philosophers to use words in any other
than the common usage. If they are obliged to employ terms in a
new and at the same time in a very definite and very concise sense,
they should select the most appropriate ones and define them as
their case may demand. If words be selected that have acquired a
special meaning and to which a kind of an odium has attached,
it is not advisable to employ these words to express a great and
high ideal. We cannot say that they who do so are wrong, but
they certainly are most likely to be misunderstood. Thus the
words "soul "and "ego" and "self" are terms that in popular
speech mean about the same thing, and yet they are different.
Miss Naden, in an expository preface to certain letters of Dr.
Lewins, says : "Self, in common parlance, signifies a little pri-
vate enclosure, jealously 'walled around' : in philosophical lan-
guage, it is coextensive with the cosmos. Every man is his own
universe. Ascetics taught self to feel its' meanness ; we teach
self to feel its greatness. The ideal here set forth is fulness of
life, gained from conscious unity and solidarity with the lives of
f.thers." (f/uiiiijiiity vs. Theism, p. 10.)
A slight alteration in the meaning of a word may alter phi-
losophies and religions, and vice versa, the alteration of religious
and philosophical thought will effect the meaning of its terms.
Take for instance, the words God and Devil. There was once a
sect that worshipped the devil ; understanding by the term devil
that p:iwer which produces progress. .And should God come to
mean conservatism and stagnation in State and in Church, our
clergy ought not to be astonished to see a new sect of serpent-wor-
shippers arise and enter the lists against God and the very name
of God. But after all their opposition would be a mere matter of
definition. The heathenish gods were turned into devils when
Christianity succeeded paganism ; not because they were real devils,
but because their divine attributes had been conferred upon the
God of the Christians.
By "self" Dr. Lewins understands the subjective world, viz.,
our conception of the world. Die IVelt ah rorstel/ioix, as Schopen-
hauer says. This world must be distinguished from the objective
world, the universe of real existence. But this distinctioii is not
sufficienily set forth in the little pamphlets above-mentioned. The
subjective world is a representation of the objective world and
may be such with a degree of perfection that varies. Indeed, the
subjective world in every man is constantly changing and we can
very well imagine our conception of the world to be more exact.
more truthful, and more correct than it is. Nay, this idea is a part
of our self; and we feel, naturally, the need of progress, of improve-
ment, of intellectual growth. Dr. Lewins says; " Higher than
himself no man can think, his own perceptions and conceptions
constituting his entire universe" {Life and Mind, p. 27). This is
s lid to overthrow the beliefs of " all that has been said or sung, in
pre-scientific ages, of God and Gods " ; and I believe that all that
Dr. Lewins means by it, is correct. But the statement is certainly
misleading. In our own self we find conceptions which constantly
compel man to think " higher than himself." Wecall ihese con-
ceptions "ideals" and their presence in the human soul is the con-
dition of ethics. We may widely disagree in terminology from Dr.
Lewins, yet upon the whole we find many points of contact and
look upon Hylo-idealism as an honest attempt to establish a unitary
philosophy. Thus, in the pamphlet Hyto-ldealism, (p ir) by H. L.
C, we read ; " Matter is comprehended in idea and idea is com-
prehended in matter, both propositions being^ equally valid— i. e.,
each assumable for momentary purposes c f argument, and neither
having the slightest precedence over the other. Therefore—All
hail the One Unity of k\\ Existence."
Evolution. Popular Lectures and Discussions before the Brook-
lyn Ethical Association. Boston ; James H. West.
This volume of 408 pages ($2. 00 postpaid), which forms per-
haps as good a general introduction to the study of evolution as any
obtainable, contains the following essays ; " Herbert Spencer, His
Life, Writings, and Philosophy," by Daniel Greenleaf Thompson
;
" Charles Robert Darwin, His Life, Works, and Influence," by the
Rev. John W. Chadwick ; " Solar and Planetary Evolution, How
Suns and Worlds Come into Being," by Garrett P. Serviss
;
" Evolution of the Earth, The Story of Geology," by Dr. Lewis
G. Janes; "Evolution of Vegetal Life," by William Potts;
"Evolution of Animal Life," by Rossiter W. Raymond, Ph. D.
;
"The Descent of Man, His Origin, Antiquity, Growth," by E. D.
Cope, Ph. D. ; "Evolution of Mind, Its Nature, and Develop-
ment," by Dr. Robert G. Eccles ; " Evolution of Society, Families,
Tribes, States, Classes," by James A. Skilton ; "Evolution of
Theology, Development of Religious Beliefs," by Z. Sidney Sam-
son ; "Evolution of Morals, Egoism, Altruism, UtiHtarianism,
etc.," by Dr. Lewis G James ; " Proofs of Evolution, The Eighth
Main Scientific Arguments," by Nelson C. Parshall ; "Evolution
as Related to Religious Thought," by the Rev. John W. Chadwick
;
"The Philosophy of Evolution, Its Relation to Prevailing Sys-
temsj' by Starr H. Nichols; "The Effects of Evolution on the
Coming Civilization," by the Rev Minot J. Savage. Aglanceatihe
titles and list of authors furnishes sufficient material for a judg-
ment of the scope and worth of the book's contents. The pub-
lisher is to be thanked for placing this collection before the public.
Beitr.ege zur Experimentellen Psychologie. By Hugo Miin-
sterberg. Heft I. Freiburg, i. B.: J. C. B. Mohr.
This little book is the first volume of a series of contributions
to experimental psychology which Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg in-
tends to publish in the course of the ensuing years. These publi-
cations are not intended to constitute a collection after the manner
of a magazine or a journal, but are to contain descriptions of the
experiments made by Prof Miinsterberg in the psychological lab-
oratory at the University of Freiburg. It is stated in the preface
that the writer is " the author of every single line." The present
volume contains the introduction "Consciousness and the B ain,"
and experiments on "voluntary and involuntary associition of
ideas."
Prof. Miinsterberg is a disciple of Wundt. Like his great
master, he takes his stand on the basis of a parallelism : viz., that
the psychical and the physical are not two different provinces
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such Ihal we may pass from the one to the other ; but must be con-
ceived as two parallel lines of phenomena. The psychical is as it
were the interior of the physical ; it accompanies it ; and the
bodily processes are nowhere interrupted in their mechanical
course.
Professor Miinsterberg uses for his experiments the same in-
struments and upon the whole follows the same method as his
master. While the French psychologists cultivate a special taste for
the investigation of morbid states, Professor Wundt and his school
prefer the less ostentatious method of experimenting upon
healthy subjects and arriving at exact data by measuring the time
required for reactions of variant complexity and other psychical
processes. Professor Miinsterberg takes exception to Professor
Wundt's standpoint with regard to the theory of consciousness, yet,
it appears to us, he fails in proving the superiority of his " Um-
Jctilii>igs~.u-rsiich "—the attempt to interpret facts in a different way.
A full explanation would lead us too far into detail.
A very good distinction is made between two meanings of the
ego ; viz., (i) "The state of consciousness" is the ego-subject, and
(2) a combination of those ideas which constitute the personality
of a man is the ego-object. The ego subject may become conscious
of the ego object not otherwise than of any other object, yet both
are entirely different. The ego-subject has nothing in common
whatev r with the ego-object.
Professor Miinsterberg's Beitragc certainly belong to that class
of publications which a psychological specialist cannot pass by
unnoticed and the first volume, it is to be presumed, will remain
the m )st important part of the series, since whatever the results
of future experimentation may be, the first chapter lays down the
principles from which the experimenter starts
August Comte, Der Begrunder des Positivismus. Sein Leben
und Lehre. By Hermann Gruber. Freiburg i. B. : Herder'-
sche Verlags-Buchhandlung.
The author regards August Comte as the originator and rep-
resentative of Positivism. " Historically," he says, " there can be
no doubt that Comte's system is the true Positivism." The car-
dinal points of Positivism, we are told, are: (i) The positive
method, viz , the direct observation of facts ; (2) The rejection of
everything supersensible and everything absolute, as God, Soul,
Substance, the Essences of Things, etc.; and (3) The replacement
of the God-idea by the idea of humanity. In the preface Mr.
Gruber takes delight in alluding to the controversies between Ag-
nostics and Positivists and quotes for his own and his readers'
amusement some of the names they have called each other. Himself
being in opposition to both parties he stands between them as an
umpire. Upon the whole he sides with Comte ; at least he states
the priority of Comte's views over Spencer, and declares that the
latter differs only in unessential subjects.
The little book treats of Comte's life and philosophy from the
standpoint of Roman Catholicism ; all the data are given with sci-
entific exactness and great impartiality. Considered as an histor-
ical work, it possesses much merit far its completeness and round-
ness. Comte's genius as well as his extravagances are neither ex-
aggerated nor minimized, and new light is thrown by recourse to
the recent publication of new documents upon Comte's relation to
his wife. Mr. Gruber claims that even Jodl, being at present the
most trustworthy authority in the History of Philosophy, is mis-
taken in following Littre's account too closely, Littre appearing as
a partisan in these quarrels.
Comte's philosophy being full of vagaries, the author con-
cludes that the Catholic doctrine alone has fulfilled its claims and
still fulfills them ; and that the Saints of the Church are the no-
blest, the greatest, and most ideal men. However, even if we grant
that the heroes of the Catholic Church may have been great, we
cannot see that they alone were the greatest and noblest. The
world is larger than the pale of the Church ; and in our judgment
the greatest minds since Luther have been wiihout that pale. Comte
was the first to attempt the structure of a positive philosophy ;
but if we concede that his attempt was a failure, how can we de-
clare that for that reason positivism itself is a failure. Comte's
failure is partly due to his contempt of other philosophers, whose
works he did cot take the trouble to study : and partly to his fan-
tastic views of religion which are a residuum of his Catholic sur-
roundings.
Die Psychologische Forschung und ihre Aufgabe in der
Gegenwart. Akademische Antritlsredn. By Dr. HciiiricJi
Spina. Freiburg i. B. : J. C. B. Mohr.
Says Professor Spitta ; "Experimental Psychology proposes
to disintegrate the content of consciousness into its elements,
to study them in their quantitative and qualitative properties and
to discover their conditions of coexistence and sequence in an ex-
act way." Yet he does not believe that Experimental Psychology
will ever supersede the "older "the "metaphysical" psychology
(p. 27. ) ; " experimental psychology at the best will claim one part
only" In perusing this lecture, which wds delivered upon assum-
ing the assistant professorship of philosophy at Tiibingen, we are
constrained to doubt whether the young professor has fully grasped
the principle and purpose of experimental psychology. Experi-
mental psychology is not a part of the science of the soul, but a
new method to be applied to all psychical phenomena It cannot
constitute one province of it merely.
Problems in American Society. Some Social Studies. By
Josep/i Henry Crooker. Boston : George H. Ellis. Chicago :
Charles H. Kerr & Co.
The six essays of this volume entitled respectively " The
Student in American Life," " Scientific Charity," " The Root of
the Temperance Problem," "The Political Conscience, " "Moral and
Religious Instruction in cur Public Schools," and " The Religious
Destitution of Villages," are designated by the author as simply
suggestive contributions towards a clearer understanding of the
great problems of modern society. They are pleasantly and sen-
sibly written. Many points of peril and weakness Mr. Crooker
touches with a skillful hand. The essay on " The Student in
American Life " may be profitably pondered by our young men.
Speaking of the religious destitution of villages the reverend
gentleman says: "The preaching that will help to remove this
religious destitution from our villages must ignore the old contro-
versies, take the great facts of the religious life for granted, and
affirm them with fresh illustrations and overmastering earnest-
ness."
A list of good bibliographical references is prefixed to each
essiy. ^
NOTES.
Professor Felix Adler, of New York, will lecture this evening,
Thursday, March 2bth, at Emerson Hall, 45 Randolph Street,
Chicago, on Is it Possible to Teach Religion to Children ^ (Ad-
mission 50 cents.)
The Chatauqua University proposes a system of " University
Extension Lectures " after the English plan. Prospectuses are
obtainable from Frederick Starr, New Haven, Conn., Registrar
Chautauqua University.
Prof. F. Max Miiller began at Glasgow, on Tuesday, February
nth, his second course of Gifford lectures; he was greeted, says the
Christian World, with enthusiastic applause. In the present course,
the Professor treats of Natural Religion in one only of its "three
great manifestations,"—namely, as physical religion.
